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About This Game

■ Storyline
A man returns to his world to reclaim all he has lost

without knowing that everything has changed since he left...

■ About the game
Color Symphony 2 is a puzzle action platformer that utilizes the ambiguity of color. Try to eliminate obstacles or find new paths
by using color! This simple rule allows you to solve various problems. Color Symphony 2 will provide lots of fun with improved

controls and level designs.

■ Features
* Unique mechanics that utilizes the ambiguity of color

* Simple rules and various solutions
* Level design packed with action and puzzles
* Over 120 levels and various achievements

* Support for Steam Cloud, Leaderboards and Trading Cards
* Newly introduced elements

* Improved controls and graphics
* Optimized for gamepad

* Support for various OS including Windows, OSX, and Linux
* Support for color blindness and color weakness
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His name was Sergei. He was just 21 by the time war torn his life apart. He was given a rifle, an uniform, handful of bullets and
an order - defend your country for any cost. He stood in the trench, seeing friendly tanks hopelessly shoot German beasts, his
colleagues giving their last breaths with faces dug in the mud. Then, suddenly a new order came - regroup and organise a new
line of defense. But he didn't. He ran across the battlefield with a deathwish until a 7,92mm Mauser bullet ended his life. He
died because of his own insubordination. If you decide to play this unique RTS you need to prepare to have blood of hundreds
of Sergeis on your hands, because nearly none of your men will follow your orders, and if they will it will always be too late.. An
awesome platformer from the guy behind the Rayman franchise. Being a platformer veteran, I find the difficulty ramp up at a
desirable speed and amount to excitement. Controls are fluid and not at all buggy, and the levels offer the perfect flow along the
way. Be prepared though -- it's a game that does not abuse checkpoints for you to nibble through a level.

If I have to be picky, I'd like to see height-adjustable jumps in this game. But the current settings are just great already.

A masterpiece in all.. le monkey has arrived. This game is 10/10, bomb♥♥♥♥♥music, GOTY contendee, keep up the good
work Russia!! :D. WARNING TO PEOPLE ON WINDOWS 8:

I followed all the steps on the community forums etc as to how to make this game compatible and make it run and still no luck!
Steam is a great gaming service however they really need to crack down on selling broken games and make sure they are
compatible with all operating systems.

Id advise you to stay away from this one!. Very basic and cartoony in its gameplay.. I liked the game, but it would improve a lot
if It had a more developed story. P2W trash. Works on windows 10 thanks to receant update!!! I played years ago and got 1
shotted by a credit card user with glowing gear. Graphics are decent. Game is dying due to the patches that add more P2W
garbage. They will pull the plug on this disaster ^_^ They are selling the game again to an even worse publisher expect NO
MORE PATCHES JUST P2W TOP UP\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. BAD GAME DO NOT BUY, BUGGY AND
BORING. So this game is a text adventure by Choice of Games, which has many games on its website and mobile devices. They
create their own games and host other games that people write using their software. If you care more about plot than cutscenes
and running around then you will like this game, if you don't then perhaps you should go play something else. I love visual
novels, and this is very similar except no pictures.
This is the third and final game of the original trilogy (they are supposed to release a fourth game with a different protagonist).
You can import your saves from the second game or start new. There are a lot of choices and endings in this game, or at least it
seemed like there were more compared to the first one. The major villian from the first game shows up as a companion this
time, and now you are on the run from the law. Your parents, who were put in jail for killing a supervillain, are about to be
executed, and you need to find a way to save them without getting arrested. There are several romances, and you can be
male\/female and gay\/straight. All the romances from the firs two games show up again, and new ones are also avaliable.
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This is an awesome pinball game. It's not about the physics, but the game mechanics are great. There's missions, areas, all kinds
of jackpot modes, four flippers, three ramps, a loop system, ball lock, etc. Most importantly, there a special raid / airstrike
mode in which the really big points are scored with 3 balls. It's too bad this game was re-released without the Rally Fever table,
which is just as good (from the original game called Addiction Pinball).

Tip: when the ball is about to be lost coming from the left lane behind the left flipper, a well timed nudge of the table can
always save the ball!. have bugs, but they already fixing now, it can be good picture maker, than can be easy learned and used on
full power wich it include. Just need wait when it will come out of beta.. Way too generic, dated graphics and horrible physics.
Nowhere near worth the same price as say Dirt or Forza.. Due to the gaming market being so competitive these days I would not
recommend this game due to its crashing and substantial flaws. It's a shame as it had so much potential.

At first I fell in love with this game. Its charming aesthetic knew no bounds. Its fantastic graphics, sound (though I could have
done with a few more music tracks) and humour was an absolute delight. Once I played more that veneer started to fade.

In the 3hrs I put into this game it has crashed to desktop 13 times before I eventually quit. This is my biggest issue with the
game.
Some people have it even worse, being unable to launch the game. Perhaps I need an Alienware PC like the splash screen states
\/s .

Each level is basically a maze, planning out the order of steps you make. It is quite trial and error.
This game is all about getting the loot. If you just want to finish the level, it won't take you long at all but you also won't get
much enjoyment.
The game is tiled based. It is quite fluid and smooth moving between the tiles; so much so you sometimes hold an arrow key
down for too long, miss-step, and have to restart the whole level. Infact, miss-stepping once often means failure of being able to
collect all loot and restarting the whole level. A dedicated restart button would have been nice, but doing it through the menu is
quite fast.
I think this game would benefit GREATLY from a "last-step undo" button. Nothing too serious, just something to let
you go backwards 1 move, to remove most annoying restarts, especially on large levels.

The balloon enemies that harass your bird are purely an annoyance and don't stop you finishing the level. I wish the
enemy was removed as it does nothing to difficulty, just annoys you. The bird often gets stuck on parts of the level.
What started off as a charming gameplay aspect got annoying and I started only using the bird when necessary.

I completed half the game in about 3hrs before I quit so I can't imagine it is too long. It would have been a good bite
sized experience.

The world Fatshark had created had the appearance of being quite polished, a good basis for a stellar game.
Unfortunately the lack of developer updates to fix crashes and what appears to be game design oversights ruins the
game. As much as I wanted to contiune for the world. I could not play any further.. You should have known better for a
god damn retake of the game.

Do you think letting players respawn a ♥♥♥♥ing meaningless sentence before each boss battle is enjoying? This game,
although released in 2011, has learned nothing to the road of 2014 games, where respawning and checkpoints are at
least upgraded as opposed to the old days.

No, this game instead tries to make you enjoy a terrifying experience by letting you die and die and die and you hardly
are capable of learning anything new before having to do back route X to get to boss fight again. You end up wasting
lots of time for nothing at all, nothing fun, nothing rewarding whatsoever.

The game's graphics are really top-quality in the genre, and the music is ok although becomes repetitive, just like the
gameplay.

I unfortunatly have to thumb down this game, if not just for the fact that's it's a remake and it yet has one of the most
frustrating gameplay flaws that none of the developers on the team have learned from the past. Just like we won't learn
that war is a terrible thing, some gaming developers will never learn that checkpoints before an important something
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should, yes indeed, be played RIGHT BEFORE something important, not in front of a lift that wastes everytime 15
seconds if not more, seeing the same♥♥♥♥♥♥over and over again.

I would say, if you are really fond of the genre, then buy it, but you'll have to endure a lot of trial-and-error that is
simply outdated and not satisfying. If you don't have the remake but the older one, stick with it.. I get why people don't
like the length but frankly if you're super good at puzzles, then yeah, perhaps the 3 dollars will crush someone's
checking account. I'm not that great at them and so me and my friend spent an hour looking around on things and
solved it. They're medium-strength puzzles for 3 bucks a piece. Lots of detail, good sound, and perhaps it's my age, but
it's easily worth it. It's more fun with friends I believe.
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